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Chapter 57 Apart From Mr Jones Who Else Can Do It?

They could have continued to the next step but they respected each other’s choices. His kiss and touch made Arya happy.

Seeing her leaning in his arm, he raised her chin gently.

“You must have been exhausted these past few days?”

He was referring to the matter of battling Brilliant Entertainment.

Arya hugged him tightly. “Fortunately, I have Luna, Julia and most importantly, you helped me. So I am alright.”

“How did you know I did something?” He slightly raised his eyebrows. He knew that Arya didn’t want him to interfere, so he

endured it and did not go against her wishes. Otherwise, if he got involved, Brilliant Entertainment would no longer exist in the

entertainment industry. An insignificant person like Daniel couldn’t even compare to Allen.

“Apart from Mr. Jones who else is worth hundreds of billions and who else could make someone give up with only a phone call?”

Allen smiled as she praised. Arya was definitely smart.

“You don’t blame me?” He asked in a low voice, looking at the woman in his arms.

“Of course not. I know you’re concerned about me. For them to protect Brilliant Entertainment’s reputation and their own

interests, they used such inferior tactics. If it wasn’t for you, I wouldn’t know how to get out of this mess. Allen, really, thank you.”

What Arya wanted most was his protection and respect.

What Arya wanted most was his protection and respect.

Ever without her asking, Allen would always consider things from her prospective. This approach was how Arya wanted to get

along with him and with their hearts drawing closer to each other.

“In the future, you must tell me when something comes up.”

“I will. I’ll also take care of myself for you.” Arya promised earnestly.

…

Luna found Arya, the best lawyer in the industry, of course Arya covered the cost herself. Although she had retired these past

years, Arya had yet to reach the end of the line.

“Lawyer Chen, Director Daniel isn’t here.” Daniel’s secretary stopped them at the door, preventing them from entering.

Luna expected Daniel would use these tactics to stall them. She exchanged a glance with Lawyer Chen and said, “That’s alright.

We’re not in a hurry so we’ll wait here for him.”

He is not in now, but she is sure he will turn up sooner or later.

The secretary looked troubled and had no reason to ask them to leave, so all that could be done is ask them to wait in the lounge

area.

Luna sent a message to Arya, “Daniel refuses to meet us.”

Arya called Luna and said, “Hmm, I am still thirty minutes from the office. Not to worry, we will settle this with him today!” After

finishing speaking, she hung up.

They have evidence of Daniel having an affair with Caroline. They used malicious tactics to discredit Arya, not to mention, the

recording of how they plan to take use Arya. Also the contract they signed that year had many loopholes. Arya held the

advantage now.

After waiting for twenty minutes, Daniel suddenly showed up in front of Luna and Lawyer Chen, surprising them. He was

brimming with energy, “Here to settle things. Right? Come in!”

Luna realized something wasn’t right. She quickly sent another message to Arya before stepping to Daniel’s office with Lawyer

Chen.

“Have a seat. I know you are only thinking of Arya. With the company in such a mess right now, you should appreciate the time I

have arranged for you.”

Daniel’s eyes lit up. He was confident with his plan as he had asked his second sister for guidance in advance.

Once Luna starts talking, he put his plan in motion.
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